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ARCHIVUM MATHEMATICUM (BRNO)Tomus 32 (1996), 75 { 83ON PACKING OF SQUARES INTO A RECTANGLEPAVEL NOVOTNYAbstract. It is proved in this paper that any system of squares with totalarea 1 may be packed into a rectangle whose area is less then 1:53:The following problem is formulated in [7]: Determine the smallest number Ssuch that any system of squares with total area 1 may be (parallelly) packed intoa rectangle of area S:This problem was posed by L. Moser [4]. S  1+ p2
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show that S  2+ p3
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)  V:Some further results for the upper bound were published by Kleitman andKrieger [1]: Any system of squares with total area 1 can be packed into a rectangleof size p2q 4
3
; its area is q 8
3
_=1:633: It follows from this result that(3) any system of squares with total area V can be packed into a rectanglewith sides p2V and q 4 V
3
:1991 Mathematics Subject Classication : 52C15.Key words and phrases: packing of squares.Received February 22, 1995.
























; : : : into a rectangleP with sides p2(1  x2
1
);q 4(1  x21 )
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)(Fig.2). The area of R is less than 1:53 for every x
1
2 h0:645;p4=7i:III. Let x
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< 1:53 for every x
1




]; 0:27  x
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) and q 4(1  x21 x22 )
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); thenevidently @u@x1 < 0; @u@x2 < 0 in M1 (Fig. 11). Hence














) < 1:53 for every x
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:Fig. 5 Fig. 6


























































































































































= x2 (x21 + 3x22   1)x2
1

































Fig. 7 Fig. 8



































































































: It follows from this that h is maximal in M
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) < 1:53; h(Z
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;then the system @k@x
1











)2 = 0has no solution in the interior of M
7
: Therefore the function k has a maximum onthe boundary ofM
7
: An easy calculation shows that this maximum is at the pointZ
15





















































































+ 0:4855 < 0 for all x
2
2 h0:34; 0:39i:Similarly, if x
4










+ 0:49 > 0for x
2
2 h0:34; 0:39i: In consequence of this the function ' has a maximumfor x
4









)2  0:42 + 0:78(0:42 + 0:33)2 < 2:2;we have in regard of (4) j @'@x4 j < 0:1 in T: Further@'@x
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) < 1:53 in T:
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)2 < 0for x
6



















































82 PAVEL NOVOTNYand hence m has a maximum for x
2








































satises @s@x3 < 0; @s@x6 < 0; we have s(x3 ; x6 )  s(0:37; 0:37) > 0; i.e. @m@x3 > 0 and hence m has a maximum for x3 = 0:37: Wend easily that m is maximal if x
6
= 3 :48  p6 :8349
3






0:42; 0:37; 0:37; 0:37; 3:48 p6:83493  < 1:53:
Z
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= [0:42; 0:34] Z
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(0:5; 0:29; 0:21)< 1:5 for x
2
2 h0:29; 0:37i:Since the domains M
1
; : : : ;M
9
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